
Wooden Gameboard
2 Catapults
1 Tethered Ball
10 Counting Pegs
20 Re-usable Cups

Assemble teams (1+ players per side).
Mount catapults at ends of gameboard.
Fill cups. Set in positions as shown.
Place bottlecap magnet at board center.
Move couting pegs to     start positions.
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Gameplay Guide

Includes: Setup:

Inning /Out
Counters

Score
Counters

 0   0 = 0  
0   6 = 6 
3   1 = 31

X X are score digits
denoted by peg
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Away team bats first! Teammates alternate shots.
Catapult ball toward the row of cups on opposite end of board.
Move base runners according to markings if cup is made.
Defenders consume, refill, and replace cups that are made.
Runners already on base advance likewise if cup is made.
Once on base, a lead runner may try to steal (see below).
Each missed shot is an out. 3 outs & the Home team now bats.
Both teams bat in an inning. 9 innings make a complete game. 

Batting:

To do so:      grab a steal cup,       consume its contents, 
                      place cup rightside up on stealing pad, and 
                      flip it onto its top using the finger-flickin’ tabs.

Stealing:

Batting

Stealing

8

As soon as the base runner reaches for a steal cup, a defending
    player on the opposite team does likewise. It‘s a race!

If the base runner flips first, they advance to the next base.
...but if the defender flips quicker, the base runner is out!

Once on base, the lead base runner may try to steal another base.

Be Responsible!
Rinse & re-use your cups, wipe board with
a damp cloth post-game, drink responsibly,
oh, and have fun & play fair  : ) 

Press down on 
& release tab
with your finger.

Place cup
rightside up.

Launch ball by
pressing down on &
releasing catapult.


